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We manage assets on behalf  
of institutional and retail investors, 
financial institutions and high net  
worth clients from around the  
world. No client accounts for more  
than 2 per cent. of revenues.

We invest in a broad range of asset 
classes across equities, fixed income, 
multi-asset, alternatives and property.  
In addition to institutional segregated 
mandates, we offer over 670 funds  
in 21 countries.

We operate from 37 offices in  
27 different countries providing local  
and international investment products  
to local and international clients.
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Schroders at a glance

“ We have built a
diversified business
across client types, 
asset classes and
regions. This offers
defensive characteristics
at a time of challenging
markets and above-
average growth potential 
in the long term.”

At Schroders, asset management 
is our only business and our 
goals are completely aligned 
with those of our clients – the 
creation of long-term value to 
assist them in meeting their 
future financial requirements.

We manage £256.7 billion* 
(€307.2 billion / $415.8 billion)  
on behalf of institutional and 
retail investors, financial 

institutions and high net worth 
clients from around the world, 
invested in a broad range of 
asset classes across equities, 
fixed income, multi-asset, 
alternatives and property.

We employ more than 3,500 
talented people worldwide 
operating from 37 offices in 
27 different countries across 
Europe, the Americas, Asia and 

the Middle East, close to the 
markets in which we invest and 
close to our clients.

Schroders has developed 
under stable ownership for 
over 200 years and long-term 
thinking governs our approach 
to investing, building client 
relationships and growing  
our business.

*As at 30 September 2013
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Foreword

Massimo Tosato,  
Executive Vice Chairman,  
Schroders plc

Welcome to the 2014 Schroders Global 
Investment Trends Report, our annual 
survey of more than 15,000 investors 
across 23 countries.

This is the first major sentiment study into 
investor confidence and attitudes this year, and indicates that if 
2013 was the year of returning hope, 2014 is set to be the year 
of returning growth opportunities. 

However, it will also be a year of challenges for investors, with 
a backdrop of uncertainty regarding how the steady withdrawal 
of Quantitative Easing (QE) will impact economies, and how 
sustained the growth story will be in individual countries. 

This growth pattern is less clear than at the end of previous 
downturns. The eurozone’s economic situation is improving 
slowly, but growth is constrained. Equally the influence of China 
and its ability to power a consumer-spending led recovery 
remains uncertain.

The report indicates that despite the uncertainty investors 
are bullish, with more than half (56%) of those surveyed more 
confident about investment opportunities in 2014 compared to 
last year (up nearly 10% from 2013), and just 11% saying they 
are less confident than last year.

This returning confidence is good news for the global economy 
but it does require investors to take a longer-term approach. 
Opportunities for growth and income are out there but it’s still 
going to be a slightly bumpy ride.

Overall, Asia Pacific remains the region that investors expect to 
deliver the strongest growth, with 39% of investors identifying 
the region as the core growth driver in 2014.  Unsurprisingly, 
given the recent volatility in emerging markets, this is a marked 
decrease from last year, when 46% of investors saw the region 
as the likely top investment hotspot.

However, investor confidence in developed economies such as 
the USA and Western Europe has spiked markedly since last 
year, with 27% of investors looking to Western Europe (up from 
10% last year) and 31% expecting North America to show the 
strongest growth (compared to just 18% in 2013).

This seems to be a logical step, given that economic and market 
performance in developed economies has started to improve. It 
is natural to see signs that investors are starting to look to place 
new money into mature economies that are seen to offer more 
stable potential returns and currently stronger opportunities.

While the strongest developed economies are likely to continue 
to deliver growth and good equity performance opportunities in 
2014, this growth will not be uniform across sectors, economies 
or regions, particularly given that significant weakness remains in 
some eurozone countries, and also in emerging markets where 
the withdrawal of QE is weighing heavily on stock markets. 
Taking an active investment approach will remain key.

This report suggests that investors are seeking growth 
opportunities, looking both inside and outside of their national 
boundaries. In light of this, it is interesting to see a trend towards 
equity investments, with those surveyed picking the asset 
class as the one they expect to deliver the greatest growth. On 
average 70% of global investors believe equities will deliver the 
best returns over the next 12 months – unsurprising perhaps 
given their strong performance towards the end of last year, 
but equally not without challenges in a still transitioning global 
economy.

We believe 2014 will be the year when many investors have the 
confidence to return with conviction to the markets and invest 
for the future. Indeed the Schroders Global Investment Trends 
Report shows that 82% of those polled will either increase the 
amount they invest, or keep it the same as last year.

Interestingly, investing for the future does seem to be high on 
investors’ agendas, as nearly half (46%) indicated that pension 
and retirement saving is their key objective in 2014. Despite this, 
only 5% of investors say they will invest with a time horizon of 
ten years or more in mind. This indicates a divergence between 
people’s investment goals and the action they are undertaking, 
which does not necessarily come as a surprise when only 
two fifths are taking professional financial advice to guide their 
investment decisions.

On the whole, the Schroders Global Investment Trends Report 
2014 paints a picture of positive sentiment which could support 
the path to full economic recovery.
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Global Highlights

Overview
The 2014 Schroders Global Investment Trends Report is the first major study into 
investor confidence, opinions and investment intentions to be published this year.

It builds on a similar report we ran in 2013, enabling us to draw comparisons and chart 
how attitudes are changing as investors seek to re-shape their portfolios and invest 
afresh in a global economy that is showing signs of an increasingly robust recovery.

It is the most comprehensive survey of its type that we have ever undertaken and 
is based on an independent research study that polled the views of 15,749 ‘active 
investors’ in 23 key global economies. We classify ‘active investors’ as those with at 
least €10,000 or local currency equivalent to invest in 2014, who will make a change to 
their investments over the coming 12 months.

The €10,000 figure is key because it ensures we are talking to mass affluent and 
high-net worth investors. This study therefore tracks the confidence and investment 
intentions of a range of investors from the middle class to the wealthiest in society.

The survey and resulting report show a clear trend of increasing confidence in the 
global economic recovery, and an appetite to invest and increase the amount of money 
invested in stockmarkets and other asset classes. 

However, the study also indicates a two-speed recovery, with stand-out performance 
from countries like the USA, Germany, the UK and Japan which is not yet reflected in 
other counties, notably in the eurozone. 

Returning confidence
The Schroders Global Investment Trends Report shows that investors worldwide are 
increasingly confident in the strength of the global economic recovery and are keen  
to put new money into the asset classes that they expect will benefit from the  
ongoing upturn.

More than half of investors (56%) said they were more confident about investment 
opportunities in 2014 than they were last year.

When we asked last year if investors were more confident about investment 
opportunities in 2013, verses 2012, 48% were already responding to early signs  
of economic improvement, with stockmarkets showing some growth and the worst  
of the eurozone debt crisis seemingly drawing to a close.

The increased confidence reported this year over last is therefore all the  
more significant.

However signs of divergence are evident in even these more positive 2014 figures. 
While more than half of investors in Europe and two-thirds in Asia said they are more 
confident about investment opportunities, those in the USA were more cautious – 
after a year of strong stock market performance but also the announcement that QE 
tapering is to begin.

In the USA, the world’s largest economy, just over a third (37%) of investors reported 
feeling more confident about investment opportunities in 2014 compared to 2013, 
although 46% reported that their confidence had not changed.

Global Highlights

“ More than half of 
investors said they 
were more confident 
about investment 
opportunities in  
2014 than they  
were last year.”
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Global Highlights

Overall, it is clear that investor confidence is rising, no doubt buoyed by improving 
economic data. The International Monetary Fund has forecast global growth of 3.7% 
in 2014, rising to 3.9% in 2015, reflecting improved economic indicators and growth in 
many countries.1 

As the world’s major economies continue to see GDP improvements and signs of 
strengthening consumer and commercial spending, the ripple effect should begin to 
reach those economies that have yet to benefit from full recovery themselves.

While signs of a more sustained recovery are good, and investor confidence reflects 
this, some economic headwinds remain and investors will be looking to guard against 
these in their investment strategies.

Investor concerns
Global economic meltdown is now a relatively minor worry for most of those polled but 
they still have some more specific economic concerns, such as fiscal tightening and 
the impact this could have in their ‘home’ economies.

Last year the eurozone debt crisis was the bête noire for global investors with almost 
half (49%) singling this out as the greatest potential economic drag, and the thing that 
worried them the most in 2013. This year just 19% of those polled were worried about 
the eurozone causing economic issues. 

Concern over a weak and protracted global economic recovery has also reduced 
considerably in 2014, cited by just one-in-four investors, compared to 40% who were 
concerned by this last year.

While confidence in the overall economic environment has risen, and concerns about 
its impact on investment returns and economic health have dissipated, investors have 
instead shifted their focus onto domestic and fiscal issues, citing different causes for 
concern this year.

As economic stimuli such as QE are withdrawn, and governments continue to look 
for ways to repair pressured public sector balance sheets and further stimulate the 
economy, investors are indicating that their fears focus on more specific issues.

Domestic tax rises are the top concern (selected by 26% of investors), followed by 
inflation (24% of investors). Low interest rates were also flagged by a fifth (21%) of 
investors as a major worry in 2014.

Despite this shift in emphasis from macro-economic trends to more specific issues, 
even these were less of a concern than last year, with a lower percentage of people 
selecting each of the options.

The overall picture is of a global investor community that is less worried about negative 
economic performance, is more confident in the strength of the recovery and believes 
any detrimental changes to the economic and investment landscape are likely to be 
driven by government and central bank policies and levers, not the sort of global, 
systemic economic weakness that we witnessed in 2008 and 2009.

Global Highlights

“ The overall picture is 
of a global investor 
community that is 
less worried about 
negative economic 
performance and 
more confident in  
the strength of  
the recovery.”

1. IMF 2014 GDP projections: http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/weo/2014/update/01/pdf/0114.pdf
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As confidence has risen so has investors’ desire to engage with the markets and buy 
a variety of asset classes. Indeed 82% of investors say they intend to maintain or 
increase the level of investment they make in 2014.

Focus on equities
One of the most significant investment trends to emerge from the Schroders Global 
Investment Trends Report is growing investor appetite for equities, with 70% of the 
active investors polled globally saying they intended to buy into the asset class in the 
coming year.

This compares to 18% who say they intend to invest in bonds and 8% who are looking 
to place savings into cash.

While the demand for equities may not be that surprising given improving economic 
indicators, investors are taking a much more global approach to their portfolios, looking 
to invest in equities outside their own national boundaries.

One of the defining features of the economic slowdown since 2008 has been its global 
nature. As recovery gathers pace in many countries, it appears that investors are 
looking to place money in a broad range of assets.

There are also signs that investors are looking to rebalance portfolios and buy into 
markets and regions that are either showing strong growth, or which are perceived to 
now offer value.

Last year, just 10% of investors said they expected equities in Western Europe to 
show strong growth. This year that figure has jumped to more than one-in-four (27%). 
Equally 31% of investors expect North America to deliver some of the best returns  
this year (up from 18% last year), despite concerns in the USA about the start of  
QE tapering.

While the most significant increase was seen from investors looking to rebalance 
portfolios and invest in equities in developed markets like the USA and Europe, Asia 
Pacific has surprisingly retained its crown as the region that most equity investors are 
looking to buy into, with 39% saying they expect good growth in these territories.

Despite this more global approach and viewpoint being taken by investors in 2014, 
around two fifths (41%) indicated that they expect equities in their own country to show 
some of the strongest growth in 2014, with the rest electing for non-domestic equities 
or other asset classes.

Risk and return
Growing confidence, a focus on equities and a more global view could put investors in 
a strong position in the coming 12 months.

Growth opportunities are out there but the global economy is still not out of the woods. 

Active management and careful asset allocation will be key, and recognising the 
symbiotic relationship between investment goals, asset classes and time horizons  
is vital to ensure that investors structure their portfolios to get the right mix of risk  
and reward.

Global Highlights

“ One of the most 
significant investment 
trends is a growing 
appetite for equities, 
with 70% looking to 
invest in the asset 
class this year.”
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However the Schroders Global Investment Trends Report suggests that this balance  
is still not being achieved – and addressing this should be a priority over the coming  
12 months.

While nearly half (46%) of the global investors we polled said that pension and 
retirement saving is their key objective in 2014, just 5% of investors say they will invest 
money in 2014 with a time horizon of ten years or more in mind.

Instead 61% of investors said they look to see a satisfactory return within one to five 
years, with most not having rebalanced the risk weighting of their portfolios since 2013, 
despite very different economic headwinds and investment opportunities.

On average investors say they will allocate  just a fifth 20% of their 2014 investments 
to higher risk assets such as equities, with around a third (35%) placed in medium risk 
assets such as fixed income products, and the rest (44%) of their assets allocated to 
low risk asset classes such as cash.

While aging populations, greater life expectancy and the scaling back of government 
pension arrangements in a number of countries are focusing the minds of many people 
on the need to save more for retirement, simply saving and investing more is not the 
answer to the problem.

Advice
Given the long-term investment goals identified by many of those polled, particularly 
focusing on pensions and retirement planning, it is key that investors regularly review 
their portfolios and asset allocation to ensure they keep pace with the global economic 
conditions and current investment opportunities.

It is therefore concerning that the report indicates that just two fifths (40%) of investors 
seek professional financial advice to guide their investment decisions – this could go 
some way to explaining the heavy emphasis on low-risk, low-return assets that reduce 
investors’ abilities to maximise investment returns.

Investors instead report that they base their investment decisions on a range of factors, 
including their own judgement and information they glean from other sources.

Around two fifths (42%) say their investment decisions are influenced by their reading 
of the economic climate, with 38% also referencing previous investment experience 
and 36% taking into account their own analysis of investment scenarios.

We believe that investors need to get professional advice and place money into assets 
that will deliver a mix of growth and security that can help them to meet their goals; 
we doubt that this is currently the case based on the findings of this study. As markets 
continue to recover, investors have a golden opportunity to redress this balance and 
ensure their portfolio is structured to give the right blend of risk and return to meet their 
investment objectives.

Global Highlights

“ While nearly half said 
that pension and 
retirement saving is 
their key objective, 
just 5% say they will 
invest in 2014 with  
a time horizon of  
ten years or more  
in mind.”
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Executive summary
Investor confidence is returning strongly in 2014, as is the appetite to buy into equities.

However the return in confidence is not reflected equally across all countries, with the 
greatest levels of confidence spiking in countries across both emerging and developed 
markets which have shown improved economic performance.

However the Schroders Global Investment Trends Report 2014 also highlights progress 
in some of the countries that suffered most, notably during the eurozone debt crisis. 
More than half of investors in both Spain and Portugal said they feel more confident 
overall about investment opportunities in 2014 compared to last year, indicating that 
progress is being made.

The economic story of 2014 is perhaps best illustrated by the countries showing the 
greatest and the least confidence indicators.

The country which indicated the greatest increase in confidence in 2014 is India 
(with 90% reporting they are more confident than they were last year). On the other 
hand, the USA was the country that demonstrated the least significant increase in 
confidence, with just 37% saying they are more confident than last year). 

The emerging markets growth story may not be without its challenges but countries 
like India are still projected by the IMF to deliver 5.4% GDP growth, against the IMF’s 
forecast for a global average GDP growth rate of 3.7% in 2014. 

On the whole though, the Schroders Global Investment Trends Report 2014 paints a 
positive picture of a world in economic recovery. We’re not out of the woods yet, but at 
least on the path that leads there.

Global Highlights
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Methodology

The Schroders Global Investment Trends Report polled 15,749 active investors  
aged 18+ in 23 countries with a minimum of €10,000 of assets they are looking to 
invest in 2014.

The study is the largest we have commissioned to date and includes a number of new 
countries within the sample, including all the of BRIC nations.

The survey asks respondents a series of 11 questions gauging their confidence and 
concerns regarding investment opportunities and identifying the regions and asset 
classes they expect to deliver growth and income in the coming 12 months.

Schroders commissioned Research Plus to conduct the survey, with the active 
investors polled reflecting the demographics of each country involved in the survey.

We asked the following questions:

1. Thinking about any disposable income you have (after you have paid all monthly 
bills and required regular payments) what is your single main priority for 2014?

2. Thinking about your investments over the next 12 months, which of the following 
regions do you believe are likely to deliver the best returns?

3. Thinking about your investments over the next 12 months, which asset classes 
are you looking to invest in because you believe they are likely to deliver the best 
returns? 

4. Thinking about your appetite for risk, approximately what proportion of your 
investments do you think you will allocate to [different risk profile] investments over 
the next 12 months?

5. Compared to last year, how confident are you about investment opportunities  
in 2014?

6. Thinking about your investments and savings, which three of the following [from a 
list of macro and micro economic trends and conditions] concern you the most? 
(respondents could select up to three answers in 2014, verses an open selection 
in 2013)

7. Thinking about your investment plans for 2014, how are you planning to change 
the total amount you save or invest over the next 12 months?

8. In terms of the new investments you plan to make in 2014 and beyond, which  
of the following are your three main savings and investments goals / reasons  
for saving?

9. When making investment decisions, how important to you are each of the 
following, in order to achieve your investment goals in 2014?

10. Thinking about your investments in 2014, over what time period (on average) are 
you looking to achieve a satisfactory return? 

11. When you make investment decisions, what factors do you feel influence  
you the most?

Methodology
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Global Findings Summary

Worldwide, the Schroders Global Investment Trends Report 2014 paints a picture of returning confidence and a growing desire to 
invest, particularly in equities.

Global Findings Summary

Thinking about your savings and investments, which concern you the most?
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48%
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49%

30–40%
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40–50%

50–60%

60–70%

70–80%

Source: Schroders Global Investment Trends Report, February 2014. Schroders commissioned Research Plus Ltd to conduct an independent survey of 15,749 investors in 23 countries around the world who intend to invest 10,000 
or more during the next 12 months. The survey was conducted online between 2nd January – 24th January 2014 and these individuals accurately refl ect the demography of each country involved in the survey. This material is not 
intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any fi nancial instrument. The material is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations. The 
opinions stated in this presentation include some forecasted views. We believe that we are basing our expectations and beliefs on reasonable assumptions within the bounds of what we currently know. However, there is no guarantee 
that any forecasts or opinions will be realized. Issued by Schroder Investment Management Ltd, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Confi dence heat map by country
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Source: Schroders Global Investment Trends Report, February 2014. Schroders commissioned Research Plus Ltd to conduct an independent survey of 15,749 investors in 23 countries around the world who intend to invest 10,000 
or more during the next 12 months. The survey was conducted online between 2nd January – 24th January 2014 and these individuals accurately refl ect the demography of each country involved in the survey. This material is not 
intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any fi nancial instrument. The material is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations. The 
opinions stated in this presentation include some forecasted views. We believe that we are basing our expectations and beliefs on reasonable assumptions within the bounds of what we currently know. However, there is no guarantee 
that any forecasts or opinions will be realized. Issued by Schroder Investment Management Ltd, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Global Findings Summary

However the survey also reveals changing trends in the regions and assets in which investors are looking to place money 
throughout 2014.

While Asia Pacific retains its crown as the region in which investors expect to see the best returns in 2014, there is a strong trend for 
investors to look to Western Europe and the USA. 

While placing new money into equity investments is a focus for 70% of investors in 2014, just two-fifths (41%) are looking to place 
funds into equities in their own country, with the rest looking to use international equities or other asset classes.
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Divergence between focus on 
retirement saving and investment time horizons
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saving in 2014
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Source: Schroders Global Investment Trends Report, February 2014. Schroders commissioned Research Plus Ltd to conduct an independent survey of 15,749 investors in 23 countries around the world who intend to invest 10,000 
or more during the next 12 months. The survey was conducted online between 2nd January – 24th January 2014 and these individuals accurately refl ect the demography of each country involved in the survey. This material is not 
intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any fi nancial instrument. The material is not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations. The 
opinions stated in this presentation include some forecasted views. We believe that we are basing our expectations and beliefs on reasonable assumptions within the bounds of what we currently know. However, there is no guarantee 
that any forecasts or opinions will be realized. Issued by Schroder Investment Management Ltd, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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The survey also shows a disconnect between investors’ intentions and their risk profile and asset allocation. Almost half say they are 
investing to boost retirement savings, yet only 5% invest with a time horizon of ten years or more in mind and many investors remain 
overweight in equities and many have done little to re-shape the risk profile of their investments, despite the opportunities offered by 
the changing economic climate.

Global Findings Summary
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Country highlights

The Schroders Global Investment Trends Report shows some 
fascinating global trends and regional and country differences in  
the expectations that investors have for market and asset 
performance in 2014.

The research also shows clear differences between countries,  
which are summarised over the following pages. 
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Asia

Asian investors are the most optimistic about investment opportunities in 2014, with 
two-thirds (66%) saying they are more confident than they were last year.

Almost three-quarters (74%) think Asia has the potential to deliver the best returns, 
including over half (53%) who believe in Asia Pacific. Over a quarter (27%) feel the 
same about North America and less than a quarter (22%) favour Europe.

The average amount to be invested/re-invested by Asian investors in 2014 
is approximately the same as in 2013, the equivalent of €50,000. Almost 
half (49%) are looking to invest between €10,000 - €30,000 and around a 
quarter (26%) are looking to invest approximately €60,000 or more.
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Almost three-quarters (74%) of Asian investors are looking to invest in equities with 
the most popular being their own country’s equities (45%), US equities (13%), Asian 
equities (excluding Japan) (11%) and BRIC market equities (10%). 

Over a fifth are looking to invest in fixed income markets (21%)or gold (22%) and a 
seventh (14%) in physical property.

Asset classes that Asian investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Own country’s equities 45%

US equities 13%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 11%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 10%

Japanese equities 9%

Global equities (multi-country) 9%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 9%

Western European equities (including UK) 5%

Middle Eastern equities 3%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 3%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 2%

Gold 22%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 14%

Property funds 12%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 4%

Government Bonds 10%

Corporate Bonds 7%

Emerging Market Debt 5%

FX funds/currency funds 11%

Cash 10%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 9%

High Yield debt 6%

ETFs 7%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 5%

Other asset classes 2%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 4%

Asia

Asia
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When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 66% said they feel more confident, over seven times more than 
those who said they are less confident (9%).

Asia
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When it comes to issues that concern investors, inflation ranks most highly, selected as 
a primary concern for three-in-ten (30%) investors.

A weak/prolonged economic recovery globally (24%), a weak/prolonged economic 
recovery in their country (22%), increasing taxes (21%) and property market crash 
(21%) are also significant concerns.
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China

Almost two-thirds of Chinese investors (65%) are more confident about investment 
returns in the coming 12 months, than in 2013, with 67% looking to invest in equities 
in 2014. 

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in China include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by Chinese investors in 2014 is 
approximately CYN 531,000, although just over half (54%) are looking to invest 
between CYN 80,000 – CYN 400,000. Around a sixth (17%) are looking to invest 
CYN 1,000,000 or more.

 » Over three-quarters (76%) feel Asia is likely to deliver the best returns in the next 12 
months, including two-thirds (66%) who have faith in Asia Pacific.

 » Two-thirds (67%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being their 
own country’s equities (40%), US equities (13%) and BRIC market equities (10%).

Almost a third (31%) expect strong growth from North America, while over a fifth (22%) 
believe Europe has the potential to deliver the best returns, including one-in-six (17%) 
who believe in Western Europe.
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China

Two-thirds (67%) are looking to invest in equities, with just over a fifth (22%) are looking 
to invest in fixed income markets, including around one-in-eight in government bonds 
(12%). Around one-in-five are looking to invest in gold (22%) or physical property 
(19%).

Asset classes that Chinese investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Chinese equities 40%

Western European equities (including UK) 4%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 2%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 8%

Japanese equities 1%

Middle Eastern equities 3%

Global equities (multi-country) 7%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 7%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 10%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 1%

US equities 13%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 4%

Gold 22%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 19%

Property funds 10%

Corporate Bonds 7%

Government Bonds 12%

Emerging Market Debt 6%

Cash 9%

High Yield debt 13%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 9%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 11%

FX funds/currency funds 17%

ETFs 8%

Other asset classes 3%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 2%

China
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China

When asked how confident they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 compared 
to last year, 65% said they feel more confident, over nine times more than those who 
said they are less confident (7%). 

Just under three-in-ten (28%) feel they have about the same amount of confidence.
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China

The economic issues that concern most Chinese investors are increasing inflation  
(a worry for 40% of investors) and a property market crash (concerning 33%).

About a quarter identify static/fixed personal income (27%), weak/prolonged economic 
recovery globally (25%) or scaling down of economic stimulus packages (23%) as 
significant concerns.
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More than two-fifths (45%) of Hong Kong respondents are confident about investment 
opportunities in 2014.

More than eight-in-ten (81%) believe Asia is likely to deliver the best returns in the next 
12 months, including two-thirds (66%) who have faith in Asia Pacific and three-in-ten 
(30%) in other Asia (including India).

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in Hong Kong 
include: 

 » More than eight-in-ten (81%) believe Asia is likely to deliver the best returns in 
the next 12 months, including two-thirds (66%) who have faith in Asia Pacific and 
three-in-ten (30%) in other Asia (including India)

 » Nearly a quarter (24%) believe North America is likely to deliver the best returns, the 
same proportion as for Europe, including one-in-six (17%) for Western Europe
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Hong Kong

Almost nine-in-ten (88%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being 
their own country’s equities (66%) and Asian equities (excluding Japan) (15%).

More than one-in-five (22%) are looking to invest in fixed income markets, including 
around one-in-seven in government bonds (14%). Around one-in-ten are looking to 
invest in physical property (12%), gold (10%) or keep investments as cash (10%).

Asset classes that Hong Kong investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Hong Kong equities 66%

Western European equities (including UK) 7%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 2%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 15%

Japanese equities 7%

Middle Eastern equities 1%

Global equities (multi-country) 11%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 9%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 11%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 1%

US equities 12%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 1%

Gold 10%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 12%

Property funds 7%

Corporate Bonds 3%

Government Bonds 14%

Emerging Market Debt 6%

Cash 10%

High Yield debt 7%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 4%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 8%

FX funds/currency funds 9%

ETFs 5%

Other asset classes 1%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 1%

Hong Kong
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Hong Kong

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 45% said they feel more confident, over three times more than 
those who said they are less confident (14%).
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A primary concern for over four-in-ten (42%) investors is increasing inflation.

A weak and/or prolonged economic recovery globally (29%), property market crash 
(26%), static/fixed personal income (24%) and scaling down of economic stimulus 
packages (23%) are also significant concerns for at least one-in-five.

Around one-in-six investors feel continuing low interest rates (17%), not being able to 
save enough (17%), the eurozone debt crisis (16%) or fear of losing their job (15%) are 
major concerns.
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India

Indian investors are the world’s most positive about economic conditions, with 90% 
feeling more confident about investments this year.

On average, investors feel they will significantly increase (+17%) the total amount they 
save/invest over the next 12 months, representing the largest increase from all 23 
countries included in the study.

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in India include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by Indian investors in 2014 is 
approximately Rp 2.76M (equivalent to €32,400), although just over half (54%) are 
looking to invest between Rp 0.85M – Rp 2.00M. Around a sixth (17%) are looking 
to invest Rp 5.00M or more.

 » Almost three-quarters (74%) think Asia has the potential to deliver the best returns 
in the next 12 months, including a third (34%) who believe in Asia Pacific and half 
(50%) who believe in other Asia (including India).

 » Over three-quarters (78%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular 
being their own country’s equities (53%), global equities (multi-country) (11%) and 
US equities (9%). 
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India

Over three quarters (78%) are looking to invest in equities, with three-in-ten (29%) 
looking to invest in fixed income markets, including around one-in-seven in corporate 
bonds (14%) or government bonds (13%). Almost four-in-ten (37%) are looking  
to invest in gold (which is second highest to Indonesia, out of all 23 countries in  
the study).

Asset classes that Indian investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Indian equities 53%

Western European equities (including UK) 5%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 5%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 6%

Japanese equities 3%

Middle Eastern equities 6%

Global equities (multi-country) 11%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 7%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 8%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 4%

US equities 9%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 8%

Gold 37%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 11%

Property funds 17%

Corporate Bonds 14%

Government Bonds 13%

Emerging Market Debt 4%

Cash 15%

High Yield debt 5%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 9%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 9%

FX funds/currency funds 6%

ETFs 6%

Other asset classes 0%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 1%

India
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India

Nine-in-ten (90%) feel more confident about investments this year, including half (50%) 
who feel a lot more confident. Less than one-in-ten (8%) feel they have about the same 
amount of confidence and hardly any feel less confident (1%).
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India

A primary concern for three-in-ten (30%) Indian investors is increasing inflation.

Increasing taxes (25%) and a property market crash (25%) are also significant concerns 
for at least a quarter of investors.

At least one-in-six feel that government policies to reduce budget deficits (20%) or the 
effect of US fiscal negotiations (17%) are a primary concern.
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Indonesia

Indonesian investors are more confident about potential investment performance in 
2014 compared to last year than investors in most other countries, with 76% saying 
they expect investments to perform better than in 2013. Half of those polled said they 
are looking to increase the amount they invest in the coming 12 months.

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in Indonesia 
include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by Indonesian investors in 2014 
has risen to approximately Rp 636M ( á

 
Rp 180M), although half (50% â 11%) are 

looking to invest between Rp 150M – Rp 300M. Around a fifth (21% á 10%) are 
looking to invest Rp 1,000M or more.

 » Over eight-in-ten (83%) think Asia has the potential to deliver the best returns, 
including over six-in-ten (63%) who believe in Asia Pacific.

 » Just over half (51%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being 
their own country’s equities (30%). 

Over eight-in-ten (83%) think Asia has the potential to deliver the best returns, including 
over six-in-ten (63%) who believe in Asia Pacific. Over a quarter (28%) believe Europe 
is likely to deliver strong returns in the next 12 months, including over two-in-ten (22%) 
who have faith in Western Europe. 
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Indonesia

Just over half (51%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being  
their own country’s equities (30%).  Over one-in-five (23%) are looking to invest in fixed 
income markets, including around one-in-seven (14%) in government bonds.

The best perceived asset class investments are gold (55%) and physical property (43%).

Asset classes that Indonesian investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Indonesian equities 30%

Western European equities (including UK) 4%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 2%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 3%

Japanese equities 8%

Middle Eastern equities 5%

Global equities (multi-country) 6%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 1%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 5%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 1%

US equities 5%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 4%

Gold 55%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 43%

Property funds 13%

Corporate Bonds 8%

Government Bonds 14%

Emerging Market Debt 1%

Cash 13%

High Yield debt 2%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 5%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 11%

FX funds/currency funds 7%

ETFs 1%

Other asset classes 5%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 1%

Indonesia
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Indonesia

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 compared 
to last year, 76% said they feel more confident, over eight times more than those who 
said they are less confident (9%).
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Indonesia

A primary concern for almost half (46%) of investors is increasing inflation.

Increasing taxes (28%), a weak/prolonged economic recovery in their country (24%) 
and a weak/prolonged economic recovery globally (20%) are also significant concerns.

Continuing low interest rates (17%), static/fixed personal income (17%), property 
market crash (16%), the eurozone debt crisis (15%) and not being able to save enough 
(15%) are concerns for slightly fewer investors.
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Japan

More than three-quarters (76%) of Japanese investors feel more confident about 
investment opportunities in 2014, compared to last year.

Investors identified the general economic situation (51%) as the most influential factor 
when making investment decisions.

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in Japan 
include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by Japanese investors in 2014 is 
approximately JPY 8.0M ( â JPY 0.1M), although around a third (32% á 2%) are 
looking to invest between JPY 1.4M-JPY 3.0M. Around three-in-ten (28% á 1%) 
are looking to invest JPY 10.0M or more.

 » Around two-thirds (67%) believe Asia is likely to deliver the best returns in the next 
12 months, including around four-in-ten who have faith in Other Asia (including 
India) (41%) and Asia Pacific (36%).

 » Over two-thirds (68%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being 
their own country’s equities (28%), Asian equities (excluding Japan) (17%) and US 
equities (15%).
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Japan

Over two-thirds (68%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being 
their own country’s equities (28%), Asian equities (excluding Japan) (17%) and US 
equities (15%). 

Almost two-in-ten (17%) are looking to invest in fixed income markets, including 6% 
in corporate bonds and 7% in government bonds. FX funds/currency funds (15%), 
property funds (13%) and gold (13%) are favoured by around one-in-seven investors.

Asset classes that Japanese investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Japanese equities 28%

Western European equities (including UK) 2%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 1%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 17%

Middle Eastern equities 2%

Global equities (multi-country) 8%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 12%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 6%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 4%

US equities 15%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 2%

Gold 13%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 10%

Property funds 13%

Corporate Bonds 6%

Government Bonds 7%

Emerging Market Debt 6%

Cash 5%

High Yield debt 3%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 1%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 6%

FX funds/currency funds 15%

ETFs 9%

Other asset classes 2%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 9%

Japan
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Japan

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 76% said they feel more confident, seven times more than 
those who said they are less confident (10%).
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Japan

A primary concern for over four-in-ten (41%) investors is increasing taxes, followed by 
just under a third concerned about a weak and/or prolonged economic recovery in 
their country (32%).

Around one-in-five feel the same about a weak and/or prolonged economic recovery 
globally (23%) and the effect of US fiscal negotiations (19%). Slightly less are 
concerned about static/fixed personal income (16%), increasing inflation (16%) and 
scaling down of economic stimulus packages (15%).
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Singapore

More than half of Singaporean investors (54%) feel more confident about investment 
performance in 2014, with 53% looking to increase the amount that they invest in the 
coming 12 months. 

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in Singapore 
include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by Singaporean investors in 2014 
is approximately S$97,250 ( á

 
S$17,500), although just over a third (36% â 9%) 

are looking to invest between S$17,000 - S$50,000. A similar proportion  
(34% á 7%) is looking to invest S$100,000 or more.

 » Approaching nine-in-ten (86%) believe Asia is likely to deliver the best returns in the 
next 12 months, including over three-quarters (76%) who have faith in Asia Pacific, 
and nearly three-in-ten (28%) in other Asia (including India).

 » Over eight-in-ten (81%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular 
being their own country’s equities (55%), Asian equities (excluding Japan) (18%) 
and US equities (15%).

Almost nine-in-ten (86%) believe Asia is likely to deliver the best returns in the next 12 
months, including over three-quarters (76%) who have faith in Asia Pacific, and nearly 
three-in-ten (28%) in other Asia (including India).

A quarter (25%) think North America has the potential to deliver the best returns and 
just under one-in-five (19%) identified Europe as a potential source of returns.
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Singapore

Over eight-in-ten (81%) Singaporean investors are looking to invest in equities, with the 
most popular being their own country’s equities (55%), Asian equities (excluding Japan) 
(18%) and US equities (15%).

One-in-six (16%) are looking to invest in fixed income markets, including around one-
in-eleven (9%) in government bonds and 5% in corporate bonds.

Gold attracts the interest of nearly a fifth (19%), and around one-in-nine chose property 
funds (12%) or cash (11%).

Asset classes that Singapore investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Singaporean equities 55%

Western European equities (including UK) 6%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 2%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 18%

Japanese equities 6%

Middle Eastern equities 2%

Global equities (multi-country) 9%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 9%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 8%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 1%

US equities 15%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 6%

Gold 19%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 6%

Property funds 12%

Corporate Bonds 5%

Government Bonds 9%

Emerging Market Debt 3%

Cash 11%

High Yield debt 3%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 4%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 10%

FX funds/currency funds 9%

ETFs 7%

Other asset classes 1%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 4%

Singapore
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Singapore

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 54% said they feel more confident, over five times more than 
those who said they are less confident (10%).
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Singapore

A primary concern for almost four-in-ten (38%) investors is increasing inflation.

A weak and/or prolonged economic recovery globally (26%), property market crash 
(21%) and not being able to save enough (19%) are also concerns for a significant 
proportion of investors.

At least one-in-seven are concerned about the effect of US fiscal negotiations (16%), 
the eurozone debt crisis (16%), fear of losing their job (16%) and continuing low interest 
rates (14%).
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South Korea

Two-fifths of South Korean investors (41%) feel more confident about investment 
performance in 2014 than they did last year, with around a third (35%) looking to 
increase the amount they invest in the coming 12 months.

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in South Korea 
include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by South Korean investors in 2014 
is approximately KRW 58.4M ( â KRW 3.4M), although just over half (53% á 2%) 
are looking to invest between KRW 15M – KRW 40M. Around one-in-seven  
(14% â 2%) are looking to invest KRW 100M or more.

 » Over six-in-ten (63%) think Asia has the potential to deliver the best returns, 
including almost half (46%) who believe in Asia Pacific.

 » Almost three-quarters (73%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular 
being their own country’s equities (37%), BRIC market equities (14%) and US 
equities (13%). 

Over six-in-ten (63%) think Asia has the potential to deliver the best returns, including 
almost half (46%) who believe in Asia Pacific. A quarter (26%)  chose North America.

About a fifth (21%) believe Europe is likely to deliver the best returns in the next 12 
months, including one-in-ten who have faith in Western Europe (11%) or Eastern 
Europe (10%). 
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South Korea

Almost three-quarters (73%) are looking to invest in equities. One-in-seven (14%) are 
looking to invest in fixed income markets, including less than one-in-ten in government 
bonds (7%). Around one-in-six (16%) is looking to invest in gold.

Asset classes that South Korean investors are looking to place money into in 2014

South Korean equities 37%

Western European equities (including UK) 5%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 1%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 10%

Japanese equities 5%

Middle Eastern equities 4%

Global equities (multi-country) 9%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 9%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 14%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 5%

US equities 13%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 3%

Gold 16%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 9%

Property funds 9%

Corporate Bonds 4%

Government Bonds 7%

Emerging Market Debt 4%

Cash 10%

High Yield debt 2%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 5%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 10%

FX funds/currency funds 7%

ETFs 9%

Other asset classes 1%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 10%

South Korea
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South Korea

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 41% said they feel more confident, over double the number 
who said they are less confident (17%).
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South Korea

Primary concerns for around a third of investors are a weak/prolonged economic 
recovery in their country (35%) or continuing low interest rates (32%).

At least a quarter are concerned about a weak/prolonged economic recovery globally 
(28%) or property market crash (26%). Increasing taxes (21%), scaling down of 
economic stimulus packages (20%) or increasing inflation (18%) are also significant 
concerns for around a fifth of investors.
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Taiwan

More than half (58%) of Taiwanese investors are more confident about investment 
performance in 2014 than they were 12 months ago, with a third (34%) saying they are 
looking to increase the amount they invest in the coming 12 months.

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in Taiwan 
include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by Taiwanese investors in 2014 
is approximately NT$ 1.79M ( á

 
0.01M), although half (50% â 4%) are looking to 

invest between NT$ 0.4M - NT$ 1.0M €10,000 - €30,000. Just under one-in-ten 
(9% â 1%) are looking to invest NT$ 4.0M or more.

 » Over three-quarters (76%) think Asia has the potential to deliver the best returns 
in the next 12 months, including over half (58%) who believe in Asia Pacific and 
almost a third (31%) who believe in Other Asia (including India).

 » Almost nine-in-ten (86%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular 
being their own country’s equities (55%), BRIC market equities (17%) and US 
equities (17%). 

Over three-quarters (76%) think Asia has the potential to deliver the best returns in the 
next 12 months, including over half (58%) who believe in Asia Pacific and almost a third 
(31%) who believe in Other Asia (including India).

Over a third (36%) are looking to North America and one-in-seven (14%) to Central & 
South America. Just 16% have faith in Western Europe. 
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Taiwan

Almost nine-in-ten (86%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being 
their own country’s equities (55%), BRIC market equities (17%) and US equities (17%). 

One-in-eight (13%) are looking to invest in fixed income markets, including under  
one-in-ten in emerging market debt (7%). Around one-in-six (17%) are looking to invest 
in gold.

Asset classes that Taiwanese investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Taiwanese equities 55%

Western European equities (including UK) 6%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 3%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 9%

Japanese equities 7%

Middle Eastern equities 2%

Global equities (multi-country) 9%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 13%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 17%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 4%

US equities 17%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 1%

Gold 17%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 13%

Property funds 6%

Corporate Bonds 2%

Government Bonds 4%

Emerging Market Debt 7%

Cash 10%

High Yield debt 10%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 2%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 13%

FX funds/currency funds 11%

ETFs 7%

Other asset classes 0%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 1%

Taiwan
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Taiwan

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 58% said they feel more confident, nearly six times more than 
those who said they are less confident (10%).

A third (32% â 2%) feel they have about the same amount of confidence.
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Taiwan

Primary concerns for over a third of Taiwanese investors are increasing inflation (37%) 
and a weak/prolonged economic recovery in their country (34%).

A weak/prolonged economic recovery globally (31%) and static/fixed personal income 
(27%) are concerns for around three-in-ten investors. At least a fifth are concerned 
about property market crash (22%) or not being able to save enough (21%).
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Thailand

Almost nine-in-ten (83%) investors feel more confident about investment performance 
in 2014 , however just one-in-three (34%) intend to increase the amount they invest in 
2014 compared to last year. 

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in Thailand 
include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by Thai investors in 2014 is 
approximately THB 1.38M ( â THB 0.02M), although just under half (46% â 8%) 
are looking to invest between THB 0.4M - THB 1.0M. Just under one-in-ten  
(9% â 5%) are looking to invest THB 2.0M or more.

 » Three-quarters (76%) think Asia and Australasia have the potential to deliver the 
best returns, including two-thirds (67%) who think Asia has, and over half (51%) 
who believe in Asia Pacific.

 » Over two-thirds (69%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being 
their own country’s equities (48%), global equities (9%) and US equities (9%). 
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Thailand

Over two-thirds (69%) of Thai investors are looking to invest in equities, with the  
most popular being their own country’s equities (48%), global equities (9%) and US 
equities (9%). 

 » A third (32%) are looking to invest in fixed income markets, including over one-in-
ten in government bonds (15%) or corporate bonds (12%).

 » Three-in-ten (30%) are looking to invest in gold and a quarter (24%) in  
physical property.

Asset classes that Thai investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Thai equities 48%

Western European equities (including UK) 6%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 3%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 5%

Japanese equities 7%

Middle Eastern equities 6%

Global equities (multi-country) 9%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 7%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 6%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 3%

US equities 9%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 5%

Gold 30%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 24%

Property funds 17%

Corporate Bonds 12%

Government Bonds 15%

Emerging Market Debt 6%

Cash 14%

High Yield debt 7%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 6%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 9%

FX funds/currency funds 8%

ETFs 7%

Other asset classes 3%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 1%

Thailand
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Thailand

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 83% said they feel more confident, over eight times more than 
those who said they are less confident (10%).
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Thailand

Weak/prolonged economic recovery in their country (24%) is the greatest concern 
for Thai investors, with increasing taxes (20%), increasing inflation (20%), a weak/
prolonged economic recovery globally (19%), deflation (19%) and property market 
crash (18%) also listed as primary concerns.
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More than half (54%) of European and UAE investors are more confident about 
investment returns in 2014 than they were last year. 

The average amount to be invested/re-invested by Europe & UAE investors in 2014 
is approximately the equivalent of €55,800, although just over half (52%) are looking 
to invest between €10,000 - €30,000. Around a quarter (24%) are looking to invest 
€60,000 or more.

About half (49%) believe Europe is likely to deliver the best returns in the next 12 
months, including almost four-in-ten (38%) who have faith in Western Europe 

Similarly, four-in-ten (42%) think Asia has the potential to deliver the best returns, 
including a third (32%) who believe in Asia Pacific. Just under a quarter (23%) feel the 
same about North America.
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When it comes to the asset classes that European and UAE investors favour in 2014, 
almost seven-in-ten (69%) are looking to invest in equities with the most popular being 
their own country’s equities (37%), Western European equities (11%), US equities 
(11%), emerging market equities (10%) and BRIC market equities (10%).

One-in-six (17%) are looking to invest in fixed income markets, while one-in-ten are 
looking to invest in physical property (15%), gold (13%) or multi-asset funds (10)%.

Asset classes that European and UAE investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Own country’s equities 37%

Western European equities (including UK) 11%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 3%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 8%

Japanese equities 4%

Middle Eastern equities 4%

Global equities (multi-country) 9%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 10%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 10%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 3%

US equities 11%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 5%

Gold 13%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 15%

Property funds 9%

Corporate Bonds 7%

Government Bonds 8%

Emerging Market Debt 3%

Cash 7%

High Yield debt 4%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 4%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 10%

FX funds/currency funds 4%

ETFs 4%

Other asset classes 3%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 9%

Europe and UAE
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Europe and UAE

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 54% said they feel more confident, more than five times the 
proportion of people who said they are less confident (10%).

Over a third (36%) feel they have about the same amount of confidence.
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Europe and UAE

Among the primary concerns for almost three-in-ten investors are increasing taxes 
(28%) and the eurozone debt crisis (27%). Almost a quarter feel that continuing current 
low levels of interest rates (24%), a weak/prolonged economic recovery globally 
(23%) or a weak/prolonged economic recovery in their country (23%) are significant 
concerns.

Just under a fifth (19%) of investors feels the same about increasing inflation.
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Around half (49%) of Belgian investors say they are more confident than last year about 
investment performance.

Despite this Belgians are among the least likely to invest disposable income in 2014, 
with around 35% looking to place money into investments, below the global average  
of 48%. 

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in Belgium 
include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by Belgian investors in 2014 is 
approximately €54,000 ( â €3,900), although almost three-in-five (58% á 5%) are 
looking to invest between €10,000 - €30,000. Around one-in-seven (14% â 2%) 
are looking to invest €100,000 or more.

 » Two thirds (66%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being their 
own country’s equities (35%), western European equities (15%), US equities (13%), 
and Emerging Market equities (12%). 

 » Just under half (47%) believe Europe is likely to deliver the best returns in the 
next 12 months, including just under four-in-ten (39%) who have faith in Western 
Europe.
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Looking at the asset classes they will invest in, two-thirds (66%) of Belgian investors 
are looking to invest in equities, with just 13% looking to invest in fixed-income markets 
(such as bonds) and just 1% looking to invest in cash.

Asset classes that Belgian investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Belgian equities 35%

Western European equities (including UK) 15%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 4%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 7%

Japanese equities 3%

Middle Eastern equities 4%

Global equities (multi-country) 10%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 12%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 9%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 3%

US equities 13%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 3%

Gold 9%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 12%

Property funds 11%

Corporate Bonds 6%

Government Bonds 5%

Emerging Market Debt 3%

Cash 1%

High Yield debt 4%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 5%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 5%

FX funds/currency funds 1%

ETFs 3%

Other asset classes 1%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 16%

Belgium

Belgium
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Belgium

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 49% said they feel more confident, over four times more than 
those who said they are less confident (11%).

Investors confidence in 2014
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Belgium

When looking at the economic headwinds that concern them the most, over a third 
(37%) of Belgian investors are most worried about tax rises, with more than a quarter 
of investors, worried about governments tightening policies to reduce budget deficits 
(28%), and continuing low interest rates (26%). 

These domestic concerns were rated as more of a worry than macro-economic issues 
such as a weak and/or prolonged economic recovery globally (picked by just one-in-
four investors).
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France

Just over two-fifths (46%) of those surveyed say they are more confident than they 
were last year (compared to a global average of 56% saying they feel more confident).

Despite this French investors believe that Europe is the region likely to deliver the 
strongest returns in 2014, with more than half (53%) highlighting the region as the most 
likely investment growth driver, compared to an average of 35% globally.

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in France 
include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by French investors in 2014 is 
approximately €45,400  á

 
€8,000), although almost six-in-ten (58%) are looking 

to invest between €10,000 - €30,000. One-in-ten (10%) are looking to invest 
€100,000 or more.

 » Over three times the proportion feel more confident (46%) about investments this 
year, than those that feel less confident (13%). 

 » Over half (53%) believe Europe is likely to deliver the best returns in the next 12 
months, including over four-in-ten (43%) who have faith in western Europe.
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France

Looking at the asset classes they will invest in, over six-in-ten (63%) French investors 
are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being their own country’s 
equities (32%), Western European equities (11%) and US equities (11%). 

Around one-in-five (21%) are looking to invest in physical property and at least one-in-
ten in property funds (13%), gold (12%) or multi-asset funds (10%).

Asset classes that French investors are looking to place money into in 2014

French equities 32%

Western European equities (including UK) 11%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 4%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 9%

Japanese equities 4%

Middle Eastern equities 4%

Global equities (multi-country) 6%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 9%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 8%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 3%

US equities 11%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 5%

Gold 12%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 21%

Property funds 13%

Corporate Bonds 7%

Government Bonds 6%

Emerging Market Debt 3%

Cash 7%

High Yield debt 6%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 5%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 10%

FX funds/currency funds 3%

ETFs 1%

Other asset classes 1%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 13%

France
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France

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 46% said they feel more confident, over three times more than 
those who said they are less confident (11%).
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France

When looking at the economic headwinds that concern them the most, four-in-ten 
(41%) French investors are most worried about increasing taxes. A weak/prolonged 
economic recovery in their country (33%) and the eurozone debt crisis (29%) are also 
significant concerns.
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Germany

Despite strong domestic economic performance, German investor confidence remains 
relatively fragile in 2014, with just under half (48%) of those surveyed saying they are 
more confident than they were last year (compared to a global average of 56% saying 
they feel more confident).

Despite this, German investors believe that Europe is the region likely to deliver 
the strongest returns in 2014, with 56% expecting the region to be the most likely 
investment growth driver, compared to an average of 35% globally.

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in Germany 
include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by German investors in 2014 
is approximately €50,900 ( á

 
â  €9,300), although just over half (53% á 8%) are 

looking to invest between €10,000 - €30,000. Around an eighth (12% â 6%) are 
looking to invest €100,000 or more.

 » Almost three quarters (73%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular 
being their own country’s equities (46%) and Western European equities (12%). 

 » The eurozone debt crisis is a primary concern for over four-in-ten (41%) investors.

German investors believe Europe is likely to deliver the best returns in the next 12 
months, with 56% saying they believe the region will show the strongest growth, 
including  with (46%) saying they have faith in Western Europe. 

Over a third (37%) think Asia has the potential to deliver the best returns, including over 
three-in-ten (31%) who believe in Asia Pacific.
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Germany

Almost three quarters (73%) of German investors are looking to invest in equities 
(combined), with the most popular being their own country’s equities (46%) and 
Western European equities (12%).  

Asset classes that German investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Germany equities 46%

Western European equities (including UK) 12%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 2%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 10%

Japanese equities 4%

Middle Eastern equities 4%

Global equities (multi-country) 11%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 8%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 9%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 2%

US equities 11%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 10%

Gold 16%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 18%

Property funds 13%

Corporate Bonds 7%

Government Bonds 5%

Emerging Market Debt 3%

Cash 7%

High Yield debt 1%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 4%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 7%

FX funds/currency funds 5%

ETFs 7%

Other asset classes 3%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 6%

Germany
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Germany

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 48% said they feel more confident, almost five times more than 
those who said they are less confident (10%).
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Germany

When looking at the economic headwinds that concern them the most, over four-in-ten 
(41%) German investors say the eurozone debt crisis is a major worry. This compares 
to 18% who say they are worried about a weak global economic recovery.

Continuing low interest rates (27%), increasing inflation (24%) and increasing taxes 
(20%) are also concerns for at least a fifth of investors.
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Italy

Two fifths of Italian investors are looking to increase the amount they invest in 2014 
with over four-in-ten (41%) believing Europe  is likely to deliver the best returns in the 
next 12 months, including almost three-in-ten (29%) who have faith in Western Europe. 
However, Asia/Australasia (45%) is perceived as the region likely to deliver the better 
returns.

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in Italy include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by Italian investors in 2014 is 
approximately €46,500 ( á

 
€2,100), although just over half (53% â 1%) are looking 

to invest between €10,000 - €30,000.

 » Two-thirds (67%) are looking to invest in equities (combined), with the most  
popular being their own country’s equities (21%), emerging market equities (13%) 
and BRIC market equities (13%), the only asset class selected by more than  
one-in-ten investors.

 » Increasing taxes were identified as a primary concern for over four-in-ten (41%) 
Italian investors, with weak economic recovery in their country chosen as a primary 
concern by 30%. 

Over four-in-ten (41%) believe Europe is likely to deliver the best returns in the next 12 
months, including almost three-in-ten (29%) who have faith in Western Europe. This 
compares to almost half (45%) who think Asia/Australasia (combined) has the greatest 
growth potential, including three-in-ten (30%) who believe in Asia Pacific.
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Italy

Two-thirds (67%) are looking to invest in equities, with a third (34%) looking to invest in 
fixed income markets, including over one-in-five (21%) in government bonds and one-
in-seven (14%) in corporate bonds.

Asset classes that Italian investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Italian equities 21%

Western European equities (including UK) 7%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 4%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 7%

Japanese equities 7%

Middle Eastern equities 7%

Global equities (multi-country) 8%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 13%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 13%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 4%

US equities 10%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 5%

Gold 16%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 10%

Property funds 10%

Corporate Bonds 14%

Government Bonds 21%

Emerging Market Debt 5%

Cash 7%

High Yield debt 2%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 4%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 13%

FX funds/currency funds 4%

ETFs 3%

Other asset classes 4%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 4%

Italy
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When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 47% said they feel more confident, over three times more than 
those who said they are less confident (13%).

Four-in-ten (40% á 5%) feel they have about the same amount of confidence.
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Tax rises are the economic issue that concern the largest proportion of Italian  
investors, with four-in-ten (41%) citing this as a key concern for 2014.

A weak/prolonged economic recovery in their country (30%), a weak/prolonged 
economic recovery globally (22%) and the eurozone debt crisis (20%) are also 
significant concerns.
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Dutch investors are among the most confident in Europe, with more than two-thirds 
(67%) more confident about investments in 2014 than they were last year.

Along with Swiss investors, those in the Netherlands are looking to invest a greater 
proportion of their wealth in equity-based assets in 2014 than any other European 
country, with 80% of Dutch investors looking to invest.

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in The 
Netherlands include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by Dutch investors in 2014 is 
approximately €73,400 ( á

 
€9,500), although well over four-in-ten (44% â 6%) are 

looking to invest between €10,000 - €30,000. Almost a quarter (23% á 4%) are 
looking to invest €100,000 or more.

 » About half (49%) believe Europe is likely to deliver the best returns in the next 12 
months, including over four-in-ten (43%) who have faith in Western Europe.

 » Eight-in-ten (80%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being 
their own country’s equities (44%), US equities (19%), global equities (multi-country) 
(16%) and emerging market equities (15%).

About half of Dutch investors (49%) believe Europe is likely to deliver the best returns in 
the next 12 months, including over four-in-ten (43%) who have faith in Western Europe.

Over four-in-ten (44%) think Asia has the potential to deliver the best returns with 
almost three-in-ten (29%) looking to North America, slightly more than Central & South 
America (23%).
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Eight-in-ten (80%) of Dutch investors are looking to invest in equities, with the most 
popular being their own country’s equities (44%), US equities (19%), global equities 
(multi-country) (16%) and emerging market equities (15%).

Asset classes that Dutch investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Dutch equities 44%

Western European equities (including UK) 14%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 3%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 10%

Japanese equities 2%

Middle Eastern equities 3%

Global equities (multi-country) 16%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 15%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 12%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 3%

US equities 19%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 3%

Gold 6%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 7%

Property funds 6%

Corporate Bonds 4%

Government Bonds 3%

Emerging Market Debt 3%

Cash 4%

High Yield debt 4%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 1%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 6%

FX funds/currency funds 2%

ETFs 8%

Other asset classes 3%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 11%

Netherlands

Netherlands
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Netherlands

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 67% said they feel more confident, over eleven times more than 
those who said they are less confident (6%).
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Netherlands

A primary concern for almost a third (31%) of Dutch investors is continuing low interest 
rates, closely followed by increasing taxes (29%) and weak/prolonged economic 
recovery globally (28%).  A weak/prolonged economic recovery in their country (26%), 
governments increasing policies to reduce budget deficits (26%) and the eurozone 
debt crisis (25%) are significant concerns for around a quarter of investors.
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Almost half (45%) of Polish investors say they are more confident about investment 
opportunities in 2014 than they were last year with 46% saying they intend to increase 
the amount they invest in 2014 compared to last year, and just 21% saying they intend 
to reduce the amount they invest.

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in Poland 
include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by Polish investors in 2014 is 
approximately zl 120,000 (equivalent to €29,000), although just over two-thirds 
(68%) are looking to invest between zl 40,000 – zl 100,000. One-in-ten (10%) are 
looking to invest zl 200,000 or more.

 » Six-in-ten (60%) believe Europe is likely to deliver the best returns in the next 12 
months, including around four-in-ten (39%) who have faith in Western Europe and a 
quarter (25%) in eastern Europe.

 » Six-in-ten (59%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being their 
own country’s equities (27%) and Western European equities (11%). 
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Poland

Six-in-ten (59%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being their 
own country’s equities (27%) and Western European equities (11%). Over one-in-five 
(22%) are looking to invest in fixed income markets, including around one-in-six in 
government bonds (16%).

Asset classes that Polish investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Polish equities 27%

Western European equities (including UK) 11%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 4%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 8%

Japanese equities 6%

Middle Eastern equities 9%

Global equities (multi-country) 2%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 6%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 6%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 1%

US equities 7%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 6%

Gold 22%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 24%

Property funds 13%

Corporate Bonds 5%

Government Bonds 16%

Emerging Market Debt 3%

Cash 16%

High Yield debt 1%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 9%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 11%

FX funds/currency funds 3%

ETFs 2%

Other asset classes 2%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 5%

Poland
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Poland

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 45% said they feel more confident, over three times more than 
those who said they are less confident (14%).
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Poland

A primary concern for three-in-ten (30%) Polish investors is the eurozone debt crisis. 
Around a quarter feel fear of losing their job (26%), increasing taxes (25%) or continuing 
current low levels of interest rates (24%) are significant concerns. Increasing inflation 
(18%), lack of tax incentives for retirement savings (16%), a weak/prolonged economic 
recovery globally (15%) and a weak/prolonged economic recovery in their country 
(14%) are also significant concerns for at least one-in-seven.
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Almost half (47%) of Portuguese investors are looking to increase the amount they 
invest in the coming 12 months with almost six-in-ten (57%) looking to invest in 
equities, and the most popular being their own country’s equities (27%) or global 
equities (10%).

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in Portugal 
include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by Portuguese investors in 2014 
is approximately €34,200 ( â €5,800), the lowest out of all eurozone countries 
included in this study, with almost seven-in-ten (69% á 2%) looking to invest 
between €10,000 - €30,000 and less than one-in-twenty (4% â 7%) looking to 
invest €100,000 or more.

 » Almost half (48%) believe Europe is likely to deliver the best returns in the next 12 
months, the majority of these (45%) having faith in Western Europe. 

 » More than half (54%) feel more confident about investments compared to last year. 
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Portugal

Almost six-in-ten (57%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being 
their own country’s equities (27%) or global equities (10%).

Fixed income markets attract almost three-in-ten (29%), including over one-in-ten  
who favour of government bonds (14%) and corporate bonds (13%).  

Asset classes that Portuguese investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Portuguese equities 27%

Western European equities (including UK) 8%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 1%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 3%

Japanese equities 2%

Middle Eastern equities 3%

Global equities (multi-country) 10%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 9%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 8%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 1%

US equities 9%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 1%

Gold 8%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 13%

Property funds 10%

Corporate Bonds 13%

Government Bonds 14%

Emerging Market Debt 6%

Cash 4%

High Yield debt 4%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 1%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 22%

FX funds/currency funds 3%

ETFs 1%

Other asset classes 3%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 14%

Portugal
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Portugal

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 54% said they feel more confident, over six times more than 
those who said they are less confident (8%).
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Portugal

A primary concern for half (50%) of investors is increasing taxes, followed by the 
eurozone debt crisis (41%). A weak/prolonged economic recovery in their country 
(26%) and a weak/prolonged economic recovery globally (26%) are also significant 
concerns for over a quarter.

Governments increasing policies to reduce budget deficits (19%), fear of losing their 
job (17%) and static/fixed personal income (17%) are concerns for just under a fifth  
of investors.
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Two-fifths (43%) of Russian investors are more confident about investment 
opportunities in 2014 this year, with 58% who say they intend to invest more in the 
coming 12 months than they did in 2013.

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in Russia 
include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by Russian investors in 2014 is 
approximately RUB 1.58M (equivalent to €33,300), although over half (56%) are 
looking to invest between RUB 0.5M - RUB 1.0M. One-in-ten (10%) are looking to 
invest RUB 3.0M or more.

 » Over six-in-ten (63%) believe Europe is likely to deliver the best returns in the next 
12 months, including over four-in-ten (45%) who have faith in Eastern Europe and 
almost a quarter (23%) in Western Europe.

 » Almost two-thirds (64%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular 
being their own country’s equities (33%) and BRIC market equities (12%). 
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Russia

Almost two-thirds (64%) are looking to invest in equities, one-in-nine (11%) are looking 
to invest in fixed income markets, including around one-in-twenty in government bonds 
(6%) or corporate bonds (4%). Almost a third (31%) are looking to invest in gold and 
around a quarter (24%), in physical property. 

Asset classes that Russian investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Russian equities 33%

Western European equities (including UK) 4%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 2%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 7%

Japanese equities 5%

Middle Eastern equities 4%

Global equities (multi-country) 6%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 4%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 12%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 1%

US equities 8%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 6%

Gold 31%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 24%

Property funds 6%

Corporate Bonds 4%

Government Bonds 6%

Emerging Market Debt 1%

Cash 9%

High Yield debt 13%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 9%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 8%

FX funds/currency funds 14%

ETFs 7%

Other asset classes 2%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 5%

Russia
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Russia

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 43% said they feel more confident, almost three times more 
than those who said they are less confident (15%).
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Russia

A primary concern for almost half (49%) of Russian investors is increasing inflation.
Increasing taxes (29%) and a weak/prolonged economic recovery in their country 
(21%) are also concerns for a significant proportion of investors.

The eurozone debt crisis (18%), a weak/prolonged economic recovery globally (17%), 
continuing low interest rates (15%), the threat of wider instability spreading from the 
MiddleEast/international political instability (14%), and fear of losing their job (14%) are 
concerns for at least one-in-seven investors.
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Spanish investors are significantly more confident about investment opportunities 
in 2014 than they were last year, with 62% saying they feel more bullish. Half of all 
Spanish respondents  intend to increase the amount they invest over the coming 12 
months.

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in Spain include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by Spanish investors in 2014 is 
approximately €47,200, although just over half (52%) are looking to invest between 
€10,000 - €30,000. Around one-in-ten (9%) are looking to invest €100,000 or 
more.

 » Two-thirds (65%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular type being 
their own country’s equities (34%), followed by Western European equities (14%).

 » Primary concerns for just over a third of investors are a weak and/or prolonged 
economic recovery in their country (35%) and increasing taxes (34%).

Just under half (46%) of Spanish investors believe Europe is likely to deliver the best 
returns in the next 12 months, including four-in-ten (40%) who have faith in Western 
Europe. Almost four-in-ten (39%) think Asia has the potential to deliver the best returns, 
including a third (32%) who believe in Asia Pacific. 
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Spain

 

Two-thirds (65%) of Spanish investors are looking to invest in equities, with the most 
popular being their own country’s equities (34%), followed by Western European 
equities (14%).

Under one-in-five (18%) are looking to invest in fixed income markets, comprising 
mainly of government bonds (11%). 

Asset classes that Spanish investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Spanish equities 34%

Western European equities (including UK) 14%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 2%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 5%

Japanese equities 5%

Middle Eastern equities 3%

Global equities (multi-country) 8%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 9%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 9%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 4%

US equities 7%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 3%

Gold 9%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 12%

Property funds 4%

Corporate Bonds 3%

Government Bonds 11%

Emerging Market Debt 6%

Cash 4%

High Yield debt 5%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 3%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 14%

FX funds/currency funds 7%

ETFs 4%

Other asset classes 5%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 11%

Spain
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Spain

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 62% said they feel more confident, nearly nine times more than 
those who said they are less confident (7%).
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Spain

Primary concerns for just over a third of investors are a weak and/or prolonged 
economic recovery in their country (35%) and increasing taxes (34%).

Around one-in-four are concerned about a weak and/or prolonged economic recovery 
globally (24%), continuing low interest rates (23%) or losing their job (23%). One-in-five 
(19%) feel the eurozone debt crisis is a main concern, with slightly fewer who feel the 
same about static/fixed personal income (15%).
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Swiss investors are among Europe’s most likely equity investors, with 80% saying they 
intend to place money into these assets in 2014.

However while investing in equities is a strong trend for Swiss investors they are also 
concerned about the macro-economic environment, with the eurozone debt crisis 
a primary concern for almost half (45%) of investors, the highest proportion from all 
countries included in this study.

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in Switzerland 
include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by Swiss investors in 2014 is 
approximately CHF 80,800, although almost half (48%) are looking to invest 
between CHF 12,500-CHF 40,000. Over a quarter (26%) are looking to invest  
CHF 100,000 or more

 » About half (51%) believe Europe is likely to deliver the best returns in the next 12 
months, including over four-in-ten (44%) who have faith in Western Europe

 » More than a third of Swiss respondents (39%) are more confident about investment 
opportunities in 2014 than they were last year

About half (51%) believe Europe is likely to deliver the best returns in the next 12 
months, including over four-in-ten (44%) who have faith in Western Europe. 

Almost four-in-ten (39%) think Asia has the potential to deliver the best returns, 
including a third (33%) who believe in Asia Pacific. A quarter (25%) feel the same about 
North America.
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Switzerland

Eight-in-ten (80%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being their 
own country’s equities (56%), Western European equities (16%) and US equities (13%). 

One-in-ten (10%) are looking to invest in fixed income markets, including around one-
in-twenty in corporate bonds (5%) or government bonds (4%).

Asset classes that Swiss investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Switzerland equities 56%

Western European equities (including UK) 16%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 3%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 8%

Japanese equities 4%

Middle Eastern equities 3%

Global equities (multi-country) 9%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 7%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 9%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 1%

US equities 13%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 8%

Gold 11%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 14%

Property funds 8%

Corporate Bonds 5%

Government Bonds 4%

Emerging Market Debt 1%

Cash 7%

High Yield debt 4%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 2%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 7%

FX funds/currency funds 4%

ETFs 10%

Other asset classes 2%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 6%

Switzerland
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Switzerland

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 39% said they feel more confident, more than twice the number 
of those saying  they are less confident (16%).
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Switzerland

A primary concern for almost half (45%) of investors is the eurozone debt crisis, 
the highest proportion from all countries included in this study. A weak/prolonged 
economic recovery globally (28%) is also a significant concern.

Continuing low interest rates (22%), property market crash (21%) and threat of wider 
instability spreading from the Middle East/international political instability (18%) are also 
concerns for around a fifth of investors.
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UK investors are among the most confident in Europe about investment opportunities 
in 2014, with almost two thirds (64%) saying they are more confident than they were 
last year.

Despite this, only around two-fifths (39%) say they intend increasing the amount they 
invest in the coming 12 months.

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in the UK 
include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by UK investors in 2014 is 
approximately £70,600 ( á

 
£6,400), although just under half (47% â 5%) are 

looking to invest between £10,000 - £30,000. Around a quarter (23% á 4%) are 
looking to invest £100,000 or more.

 » Almost six-in-ten (58%) think Asia has the potential to deliver the best returns, 
including almost half (49%) who believe in Asia Pacific.

 » Just under half (46%) believe Europe is likely to deliver the best returns in the next 
12 months, including four-in-ten (40%) who have faith in Western Europe. Almost a 
quarter (24%) feels the same about North America and a fifth believe Asia (including 
India) (20%) or Central & South America (19%) will deliver the best returns.
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UK

Two-thirds (67%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being UK 
equities (43%) and around one-in-eight selecting emerging market equities (13%) or 
Western European equities (12%). One-in-six (17%) said they were not confident in any 
asset classes for the year ahead, the highest proportion for this out of all 23 countries 
included in  this study.

Asset classes that UK investors are looking to place money into in 2014

UK equities 43%

Western European equities (including UK) 12%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 1%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 9%

Japanese equities 5%

Middle Eastern equities 2%

Global equities (multi-country) 10%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 13%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 10%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 3%

US equities 9%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 2%

Gold 5%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 13%

Property funds 10%

Corporate Bonds 5%

Government Bonds 5%

Emerging Market Debt 2%

Cash 8%

High Yield debt 1%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 4%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 13%

FX funds/currency funds 2%

ETFs 1%

Other asset classes 3%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 17%

UK
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UK

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 64% said they feel more confident, over ten times more than 
those who said they are less confident (6%).
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UK

A primary concern for almost half (48%) of UK investors is continuing low interest rates, 
which is the highest proportion of all 23 countries in the study.

The eurozone debt crisis (27%), a weak/prolonged economic recovery globally (26%), 
and increasing inflation (25%) are significant concerns for at least a quarter of investors. 
Increasing taxes (13%) were only a major concern for one-in-eight, the lowest 
proportion of all 11 European countries in the study.
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Investors in the United Arab Emirates are among the most confident of all those 
surveyed in the Schroders Global Investment Trends Report 2014. 

More than seven-in-ten investors (72%) say they are more confident about investment 
prospects this year than they were last, with 61% saying they intend to increase the 
amount they invest in the next 12 months, while just 16% plan to reduce levels of 
investment.

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in Switzerland 
include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by UAE investors in 2014 is 
approximately Dh 305,000 ( á

 
Dh 28,000), although half (50% â 3%) are looking to 

invest between Dh 50,000 – Dh 200,000. Around a fifth (19% áâ 3%) are looking 
to invest Dh 500,000 or more.

 » Seven-in-ten (70%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being 
their own country’s equities (29%), emerging market equities (11%), US equities 
(11%) and Asian equities (excluding Japan) (10%). 

 » A primary concern for a third (33%) of investors is increasing inflation, followed by 
almost three-in-ten (29%) who felt a property market crash was a concern.

Almost six-in-ten (57%) of UAE investors believe the Middle East is likely to deliver the 
best returns in the next 12 months. About half (46%) think Asia has the potential to 
deliver the best returns, including over a quarter (28%) who believe in Asia Pacific.  
Less than a fifth indicated North America (18%) or Europe (19%).
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UAE

Seven-in-ten (70%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being their 
own country’s equities (29%), emerging market equities (11%), US equities (11%) 
and Asian equities (excluding Japan) (10%).  A fifth (20%) are looking to invest in fixed 
income markets, including around one-in-ten in government bonds (11%) or corporate 
bonds (7%).

A quarter (25%) are looking to invest in gold, with slightly less interested in physical 
property (22%).

Asset classes that UAE investors are looking to place money into in 2014

UAE equities 29%

Western European equities (including UK) 9%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 1%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 10%

Japanese equities 1%

Middle Eastern equities 8%

Global equities (multi-country) 9%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 11%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 9%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 1%

US equities 11%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 2%

Gold 25%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 22%

Property funds 17%

Corporate Bonds 7%

Government Bonds 11%

Emerging Market Debt 3%

Cash 14%

High Yield debt 2%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 3%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 9%

FX funds/currency funds 2%

ETFs 3%

Other asset classes 1%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 5%

UAE
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UAE

Over ten times the proportion feel more confident (72% á 4%) about investments this 
year, than those that feel less confident (6% á 0%). Just over a fifth (22% â 4%) feel 
they have about the same amount of confidence.

Investors confidence in 2014

A lot more confident

A little more confident

About the same amount of confidence

A little less confident

A lot less confident
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50%
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UAE

A primary concern for a third (33%) of investors is increasing inflation, followed by 
almost three-in-ten (29%) who felt a property market crash was a concern.

Not being able to save enough (20%), fear of losing their job (19%), a weak/prolonged 
economic recovery globally (18%) and continuing current low levels of interest rates 
(18%) are also concerns for around a fifth of investors.
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USA investors are the least confident about investment growth opportunities in 
2014 of all the countries surveyed for the 2014 Schroders Global Investment Trends 
Report, with just over a third (37%) saying they feel more confident about investment 
opportunities this year than last.

This potentially reflects fears over the impact of QE tapering and the fact that 2013  
saw resurgent US stock market growth and economic recovery.

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in the  
USA include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by US investors in 2014 is 
approximately $151,800 ( á

 
$19,300), although just under half (48% á 1%) are 

looking to invest between $13,500 - $100,000. Over a third (36% á 1%) are 
looking to invest $200,000 or more.

 » Seven-in-ten (71%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being 
US equities (56%), followed by emerging market equities (15%), and global equities 
(multi-country) (14%).

 » Primary concerns for over three-in-ten investors are increasing taxes (33%), 
a weak/prolonged economic recovery globally (33%) and a weak/prolonged 
economic recovery in their country (31%).

Seven-in-ten US investors (70%) believe that North America is likely to deliver the 
best returns over the next 12 months, with almost four-in-ten (37%) identifying Asia as 
having the potential to deliver the best returns, including a third (32%) who believe in 
Asia Pacific. Just one-in-five (18%) are looking to Europe, with most of those having 
faith in Western Europe (16%).
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USA

In terms of the assets classes that USA investors are looking to place money into  
in 2014, seven-in-ten (71%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular 
being US equities (56%), followed by emerging market equities (15%), and global 
equities (14%).

One-in-eight (13%) are looking to invest in fixed income markets, including at least 
one-in-twenty in corporate bonds (7%) or government bonds (5%).

Just under one-in-eight (12%) said they were not confident in any asset classes for the 
year ahead.

Asset classes that USA investors are looking to place money into in 2014

US equities 56%

Western European equities (including UK) 7%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 1%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 6%

Japanese equities 3%

Middle Eastern equities 1%

Global equities (multi-country) 14%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 15%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 3%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 3%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 3%

Gold 6%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 6%

Property funds 6%

Corporate Bonds 7%

Government Bonds 5%

Emerging Market Debt 2%

Cash 6%

High Yield debt 3%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 2%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 22%

FX funds/currency funds 1%

ETFs 13%

Other asset classes 4%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 12%

USA
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USA

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 37% said they feel more confident, twice as many as those who 
said they are less confident (18%).

Investors confidence in 2014
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USA

Primary concerns for over three-in-ten USA investors are increasing taxes (33%), a 
weak/prolonged economic recovery globally (33%) and a weak/prolonged economic 
recovery in their country (31%).

Continuing low interest rates (25%) and increasing inflation (24%) are concerns for 
around a quarter of investors. The threat of wider instability spreading from the Middle 
East/international political instability (18%) and the effect of USA fiscal negotiations 
(15%) are concerns for slightly fewer investors.
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More than half (55%) of Brazilian investors say they are more confident about 
investment opportunities in 2014 than they were last year. 

On average, investors feel they will significantly increase (+14%) the total amount they 
save/invest over the next 12 months, the second highest increase (behind India) out of 
all 23 countries in the study. 

Key investment trends identified through the survey of active investors in Brazil include: 

 » The average amount to be invested/re-invested by Brazilian investors in 2014 is 
approximately R$93,600 (equivalent to €28,400), however just over a half (51%) 
are looking to invest between R$30,000 - R$60,000. Around three-in-ten (29%) are 
looking to invest R$100,000 or more.

 » Over half (55%) believe Central & South America (including Brazil) is likely to deliver 
the best returns in the next 12 months, and just under a third (32%) have faith in 
North America. 

 » Almost four-in-ten (37%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular 
being their own country’s equities (16%), US equities (7%) and BRIC market 
equities (6%).
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Brazil

Almost four-in-ten (37%) are looking to invest in equities, with the most popular being 
their own country’s equities (16%), US equities (7%) and BRIC market equities (6%).

Three-in-ten (30%) are looking to invest in fixed income markets, including over a 
fifth in government bonds (21%) and just under one-in-ten (9%) in corporate bonds. 
Physical property is favoured by three-in-ten (30%), just ahead of property funds (25%).

Asset classes that Brazilian investors are looking to place money into in 2014

Brazilian equities 16%

Western European equities (including UK) 1%

Eastern European equities (excluding Russia) 1%

Asian equities (excluding Japan) 4%

Japanese equities 4%

Middle Eastern equities 2%

Global equities (multi-country) 3%

Emerging Market equities (multi-country) 3%

BRIC country equities (Brazil, Russia, India, China) 6%

Latin American equities (excluding Brazil) 2%

US equities 7%

Commodities (excluding Gold) 6%

Gold 14%

Physical property (i.e. Bricks and Mortar) 30%

Property funds 25%

Corporate Bonds 9%

Government Bonds 21%

Emerging Market Debt 3%

Cash 9%

High Yield debt 4%

Real assets (e.g. Collectables, Antiques, Art, Wine) 4%

Multi-asset funds (e.g. diversified portfolio of equity, fixed income, alternatives) 11%

FX funds/currency funds 9%

ETFs 1%

Other asset classes 4%

I am not confident any of these asset classes will deliver good returns over the next 12 months 5%

Brazil
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Brazil

When asked how optimistic they feel about investment opportunities in 2014 
compared to last year, 55% said they feel more confident, over three times more than 
those who said they are less confident (16%).
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Brazil

The primary concern for almost four-in-ten (38%) investors is increasing inflation, with 
increasing taxes also a main concern for three-in-ten (30%).

A weak and/or prolonged economic recovery in their country (20%), a weak and/
or prolonged recovery globally (18%), property market crash (15%) and static/fixed 
personal income (14%) are main concerns for at least one-in-seven investors.
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Economic indicators have improved markedly since the last Schroders Global 
Investment Trends Report in 2013. The clear picture that emerges from this 
comprehensive survey of more than 15,000 investors in 23 countries, is of a world that 
is gaining in confidence and sees a more sustained economic recovery gathering pace 
across the globe in 2014.

The IMF estimates that global growth will reach 3.7% in 2014, rising to 3.9% in 2015 
and it has predicted growth in the advanced economies will reach 2.2% in 2014 
(compared to 1.3% in 2013)  with growth in the developing economies averaging 5.1% 
in 2014 (compared to 4.7% in 2013). In addition the IMF has predicted that world trade 
volumes will grow by 4.5% in 2014, compared to 2.7% in 2013.

This is the background against which the 2014 Schroders Global Investment Trends 
Report and survey has taken place, and it is perhaps unsurprising that overall investors 
say they are more confident about economic and investment growth and opportunities 
today than they were 12 months ago.

This confidence is reflected in the attitudes of investors who are looking at equities 
to drive investment growth. It is however interesting to note that domestic equities, 
while still important to investors, are being supplemented somewhat by non-domestic 
equities and other asset classes. 

Our experience is that investors are very aware that global recovery is not an even 
process. Some countries are recovering faster than others (as witnessed by out-
performance in economies including Japan, Germany, the UK and the USA.

However even in the economies that have performed well over the past 12 months 
confidence remains easily shaken. The attitude of USA investors is a case in point. 
While the US economy performed well in 2013, the announcement that the Federal 
Reserve is to start QE tapering, plus ongoing concerns about the ability of China, India 
and other key developing economies to power US exports through consumer-demand 
led growth, is giving investors’ pause for thought.

While US investors may have stabilised in their outlook for 2014, globally confidence in 
developed economies such as the USA and Western Europe has spiked markedly as 
investors react to improving metrics. Asia Pacific also retains its crown as the region 
that investors expect will deliver the most significant growth.

Growing confidence in the range of regions to deliver growth suggests that investors 
are recognising that value and returns can be sought outside the boundaries of their 
own countries. Indeed just two-fifths of respondents say they intend buying equities in 
their own country, with the rest looking more widely at equities in other regions or other 
asset classes.

As investors seek growth and income opportunities in markets that are still showing 
signs of turbulence it is all the more important that they seek professional financial 
advice. 

Summary

Summary
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Summary

While value exists and key regions now look like they offer good investment 
opportunities, picking the right asset classes and the right regions is something that 
requires careful selection and research.

If done well, the potential for investors to capitalise and profit from more favourable 
economic conditions in 2014 looks good. 

If the 2008 economic crisis is to have a positive legacy, perhaps it should be that we 
live in a global market place, with economies increasingly interdependent upon one 
another. Seeking alpha requires a global approach and an understanding of how global 
demand impacts key countries and regions.

Our report suggests that investors have made this connection and are seeking to 
understand these investment trends, and invest globally as well as nationally as they 
plan asset allocation in the coming 12 months. 

Summary
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